Particularly interesting would have been a discussion of the various "fast and frugal heuristics" that humans use to understand the world (for example, if you recognize one object but not another, then the former is probably bigger, better or more valuable). Even though such heuristics may sometimes yield inaccurate results, they evolved because they are generally 'good enough' and faster to execute than 'optimal' cognitive strategies. This, incidentally, is why such heuristics are used by engineers to build autonomous robots. Old-style robots that try to analyse their world veridically by computing all costs and benefits of possible actions, were slow, fragile and cumbersome. The newer robots act foolishly in some contexts, but they are fast and effective in their normal terrain. In many ways, they imitate our brains.
Another area Linden oddly neglects is evolutionary neuroscience. This field has made impressive strides in the past 20 years, but instead of discussing these, Linden reiterates the now outdated theory that mammal brains evolved by adding a neocortex to a "reptilian brain core". This theory is probably false, as most experts agree that the mammalian neocortex evolved out of a structure that exists in all reptiles, though the reptilian cortex does not have the complexity or size of its mammalian counterpart. Amending Linden's analogy, one might say that human brains evolved not by the addition of new scoops to an old ice cream cone, but by the modification of pre-existing scoops. This insight would actually have bolstered Linden's thesis that brains are subject to historical constraints. More difficult to show is that the use of pre-existing parts imposes functional constraints or 'bad design' . Linden does write about some functional constraints on human brains, such as neuronal noise. This is an interesting idea, but noisy neurons may be flawed mainly in comparison to standard computer components. A shift in perspective suggests that noisy neurons, assembled en masse, excel at overcoming component failure (that is, brain lesions). Indeed, in the rough and tumble world of real organisms, fault-tolerance may well be more vital than ultrafast, exhaustive computing. In other words, in order to distinguish neuronal design features from bugs, we need to know the brain's performance specifications, which still remain debatable. One could reasonably argue, for example, that pushing your opponent harder than they pushed you is adaptive, or good design in evolutionary terms, because it demonstrates your physical combat strength efficiently.
Linden is right to stress that brains evolved, but hasty to conclude that they are flawed in their design. We still know too little about the brain's inner workings to judge how well it does its job. What we do know, and what The Accidental Mind helps us to realize, is that the human brain is not designed as many have imagined. Our brains are not hydraulic devices (as Descartes had claimed), phone switchboards or desktop computers. All those analogies are weak. Indeed, our predilection for solving problems by analogy often misleads. Still, analogical thinking probably worked well enough in our past to be selected for. Whether we view it as a boon or a bug depends on our perspective.
